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What universities teach, and the readings they assign for this subject.
Refuting the common perception that the American left has a religion problem, Vaneesa Cook highlights an important but
overlooked intellectual and political tradition that she calls "spiritual socialism." Spiritual socialists emphasized the social side of
socialism and believed the most basic expression of religious values—caring for the sick, tired, hungry, and exploited members of
one's community—created a firm footing for society. Their unorthodox perspective on the spiritual and cultural meaning of socialist
principles helped make leftist thought more palatable to Americans, who associated socialism with Soviet atheism and autocracy.
In this way, spiritual socialism continually put pressure on liberals, conservatives, and Marxists to address the essential connection
between morality and social justice. Cook tells her story through an eclectic group of activists whose lives and works span the
twentieth century. Sherwood Eddy, A. J. Muste, Myles Horton, Dorothy Day, Henry Wallace, Pauli Murray, Staughton Lynd, and
Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke and wrote publicly about the connection between religious values and socialism. Equality,
cooperation, and peace, they argued, would not develop overnight, and a more humane society would never emerge through topdown legislation. Instead, they believed that the process of their vision of the world had to happen in homes, villages, and cities,
from the bottom up. By insisting that people start treating each other better in everyday life, spiritual socialists transformed radical
activism from projects of political policy-making to grass-roots organizing. For Cook, contemporary public figures such as Senator
Bernie Sanders, Pope Francis, Reverend William Barber, and Cornel West are part of a long-standing tradition that exemplifies
how non-Communist socialism has gained traction in American politics.
This manual offers attorneys and judges alike many trial-tested features that not only provide fast, accurate answers to evidentiary
questions but also guide the user to the underlying authorities and secondary sources for further research. Written by Eileen A.
Scallen and Glen Weissenberger, two of the nation's most respected evidence scholars, California Evidence Courtroom Manual
incorporates complete coverage of the California Evidence Code and California evidence case law. Features Include: •Complete
text of the California Evidence Code •Summaries of the current status of California law on each evidentiary issue •Recent
significant cases Quick California Evidence Update — a summary of Evidence Code amendments and significant California case
law for easy reference •Authoritative commentary and pointers for applying the law of evidence in actual practice •Analyses of
current trends and new developments •Comprehensive chart comparing the California Evidence Code to the Federal Rules of
Evidence
Powerful tools for using operations metrics to analyze companies in ways that go beyond traditional financial models and
statements. Investors and analysts often need to look into a firm's operations more deeply than traditional financial statements and
models allow. This book describes newly developed tools for using operations metrics to discern and influence the valuation of a
firm. It is the first to present these techniques from a unified perspective: that of operations forensics, which looks at operations
management not from the traditional point of view of a manager but from that of an investor or shareholder. After a discussion of
financial statements and the useful but incomplete insights they provide, the book covers the three components of operations
forensics: operational indicators, operations details that can predict future performance; operational due diligence, methods for
verifying companies' claims about operational excellence and valuing their operational assets; and operational turnaround, an
innovative approach to buyout and turnaround strategies. The text also offers brief reviews of operations management concepts,
real-world examples of operations forensics, and a glossary. The mathematical material gradually increases in sophistication as
the book progresses (but can be skipped without loss of continuity). Each chapter concludes with a “Takeaways and Toolkit”
section, a brief summary of prior research, and suggestions for further reading. Operations forensics offers powerful tools and
frameworks for financial analysts, private equity firms, managers, and consultants. This book provides a valuable resource for
MBA students and practitioners. Downloadable supplementary material for instructors incudes figures form the text and 42 slides
that can be used for class presentations.
In this pathbreaking book, world-renowned Harvard Business School service firm experts James L. Heskett, W. Earl Sasser, Jr.
and Leonard A. Schlesinger reveal that leading companies stay on top by managing the service profit chain. Why are a select few
service firms better at what they do -- year in and year out -- than their competitors? For most senior managers, the profusion of
anecdotal "service excellence" books fails to address this key question. Based on five years of painstaking research, the authors
show how managers at American Express, Southwest Airlines, Banc One, Waste Management, USAA, MBNA, Intuit, British
Airways, Taco Bell, Fairfield Inns, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, and the Merry Maids subsidiary of ServiceMaster employ a quantifiable set of
relationships that directly links profit and growth to not only customer loyalty and satisfaction, but to employee loyalty, satisfaction,
and productivity. The strongest relationships the authors discovered are those between (1) profit and customer loyalty; (2)
employee loyalty and customer loyalty; and (3) employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction. Moreover, these relationships are
mutually reinforcing; that is, satisfied customers contribute to employee satisfaction and vice versa. Here, finally, is the foundation
for a powerful strategic service vision, a model on which any manager can build more focused operations and marketing
capabilities. For example, the authors demonstrate how, in Banc One's operating divisions, a direct relationship between customer
loyalty measured by the "depth" of a relationship, the number of banking services a customer utilizes, and profitability led the bank
to encourage existing customers to further extend the bank services they use. Taco Bell has found that their stores in the top
quadrant of customer satisfaction ratings outperform their other stores on all measures. At American Express Travel Services,
offices that ticket quickly and accurately are more profitable than those which don't. With hundreds of examples like these, the
authors show how to manage the customer-employee "satisfaction mirror" and the customer value equation to achieve a
"customer's eye view" of goods and services. They describe how companies in any service industry can (1) measure service profit
chain relationships across operating units; (2) communicate the resulting self-appraisal; (3) develop a "balanced scorecard" of
performance; (4) develop a recognitions and rewards system tied to established measures; (5) communicate results companywide; (6) develop an internal "best practice" information exchange; and (7) improve overall service profit chain performance. What
difference can service profit chain management make? A lot. Between 1986 and 1995, the common stock prices of the companies
studied by the authors increased 147%, nearly twice as fast as the price of the stocks of their closest competitors. The proven
success and high-yielding results from these high-achieving companies will make The Service Profit Chain required reading for
senior, division, and business unit managers in all service companies, as well as for students of service management.
This case consists of common-size balance sheet, selected financial data of nine companies. The participants apply their existing general
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knowledge in case analysis along with the financial data. Based on the participants' general knowledge of the characteristics and operating
conditions of the nine different industries and common-size balance sheet with selected financial indicators are presented, the participants
are required to match the balance sheet data with the selected industries.
This convenient softcover manual is designed specifically for courtroom use. It offers attorneys and judges alike many trial-tested features
that not only provide fast, accurate answers to evidentiary questions but also guide the user to the underlying authorities and secondary
sources for further research. Written by Eileen A. Scallen and Glen Weissenberger, two of the nation's most respected evidence scholars,
California Evidence Courtroom Manual incorporates complete coverage of the California Evidence Code and California evidence case law.
Features Include: Complete text of the California Evidence Code Summaries of the current status of California law on each evidentiary issue
Recent significant cases Quick California Evidence Update — a summary of Evidence Code amendments and significant California case law
for easy reference Authoritative commentary and pointers for applying the law of evidence in actual practice Analyses of current trends and
new developments Comprehensive chart comparing the California Evidence Code to the Federal Rules of Evidence
A landmark collaboration between a thirty-year veteran of the CIA and a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist, The Main Enemy is the dramatic
inside story of the CIA-KGB spy wars, told through the actions of the men who fought them. Based on hundreds of interviews with operatives
from both sides, The Main Enemy puts us inside the heads of CIA officers as they dodge surveillance and walk into violent ambushes in
Moscow. This is the story of the generation of spies who came of age in the shadow of the Cuban missile crisis and rose through the ranks to
run the CIA and KGB in the last days of the Cold War. The clandestine operations they masterminded took them from the sewers of Moscow
to the back streets of Baghdad, from Cairo and Havana to Prague and Berlin, but the action centers on Washington, starting in the infamous
"Year of the Spy"—when, one by one, the CIA’s agents in Moscow began to be killed, up through to the very last man. Behind the scenes with
the CIA's covert operations in Afghanistan, Milt Bearden led America to victory in the secret war against the Soviets, and for the first time he
reveals here what he did and whom America backed, and why. Bearden was called back to Washington after the Soviets withdrew from
Afghanistan and was made chief of the Soviet/East Euro-pean Division—just in time to witness the fall of the Berlin Wall, the revolutions that
swept across Eastern Europe, and the implosion of the Soviet Union. Laced with startling revelations—about fail-safe top-secret back channels
between the CIA and KGB, double and triple agents, covert operations in Berlin and Prague, and the fateful autumn of 1989—The Main
Enemy is history at its action-packed best.
An innovative new valuation framework with truly useful economic indicators The End of Accounting and the Path Forward for Investors and
Managers shows how the ubiquitous financial reports have become useless in capital market decisions and lays out an actionable alternative.
Based on a comprehensive, large-sample empirical analysis, this book reports financial documents' continuous deterioration in relevance to
investors' decisions. An enlightening discussion details the reasons why accounting is losing relevance in today's market, backed by
numerous examples with real-world impact. Beyond simply identifying the problem, this report offers a solution—the Value Creation
Report—and demonstrates its utility in key industries. New indicators focus on strategy and execution to identify and evaluate a company's
true value-creating resources for a more up-to-date approach to critical investment decision-making. While entire industries have come to rely
on financial reports for vital information, these documents are flawed and insufficient when it comes to the way investors and lenders work in
the current economic climate. This book demonstrates an alternative, giving you a new framework for more informed decision making.
Discover a new, comprehensive system of economic indicators Focus on strategic, value-creating resources in company valuation Learn how
traditional financial documents are quickly losing their utility Find a path forward with actionable, up-to-date information Major corporate
decisions, such as restructuring and M&A, are predicated on financial indicators of profitability and asset/liabilities values. These documents
move mountains, so what happens if they're based on faulty indicators that fail to show the true value of the company? The End of
Accounting and the Path Forward for Investors and Managers shows you the reality and offers a new blueprint for more accurate valuation.
This book "Risk Management Treatise for Engineering Practitioners" has been published by academic researchers and experts on risk
management concepts mainly in the construction engineering sector. It addresses basic theories and principles of risk management backed
up, in most cases, with case studies. The contributions for this book came from authors in Europe, the Far East and Africa, and it is hoped
that the contents of this book will be useful to anyone interested in understanding the principles and applications of risk management,
especially within the construction engineering sector. Researchers and postgraduate students in science and engineering disciplines,
especially those interested in project management, will find this book useful.
The Construction Chart Book presents the most complete data available on all facets of the U.S. construction industry: economic,
demographic, employment/income, education/training, and safety and health issues. The book presents this information in a series of 50
topics, each with a description of the subject matter and corresponding charts and graphs. The contents of The Construction Chart Book are
relevant to owners, contractors, unions, workers, and other organizations affiliated with the construction industry, such as health providers
and workers compensation insurance companies, as well as researchers, economists, trainers, safety and health professionals, and industry
observers.
A Fine Balance, Rohinton Mistry’s stunning internationally acclaimed bestseller, is set in mid-1970s India. It tells the story of four unlikely
people whose lives come together during a time of political turmoil soon after the government declares a “State of Internal Emergency.”
Through days of bleakness and hope, their circumstances – and their fates – become inextricably linked in ways no one could have foreseen.
Mistry’s prose is alive with enduring images and a cast of unforgettable characters. Written with compassion, humour, and insight, A Fine
Balance is a vivid, richly textured, and powerful novel written by one of the most gifted writers of our time.
This convenient eBook manual is designed specifically for courtroom use. It offers attorneys and judges alike many trial-tested features that
not only provide fast, accurate answers to evidentiary questions but also guide the user to the underlying authorities and secondary sources
for further research. Written by Eileen A. Scallen and Glen Weissenberger, two of the nation's most respected evidence scholars, California
Evidence Courtroom Manual incorporates complete coverage of the California Evidence Code and California evidence case law. Features
Include: • Complete text of the California Evidence Code • Summaries of the current status of California law on each evidentiary issue •
Recent significant cases • Quick California Evidence Update — a summary of Evidence Code amendments and significant California case law
for easy reference • Authoritative commentary and pointers for applying the law of evidence in actual practice • Analyses of current trends
and new developments • Comprehensive chart comparing the California Evidence Code to the Federal Rules of Evidence
This convenient manual is designed specifically for courtroom use. It offers attorneys and judges alike many trial-tested features that not only
provide fast, accurate answers to evidentiary questions but also guide the user to the underlying authorities and secondary sources for further
research. Written by Eileen A. Scallen and Glen Weissenberger, two of the nation's most respected evidence scholars, California Evidence
Courtroom Manual incorporates complete coverage of the California Evidence Code and California evidence case law. Features Include: •
Complete text of the California Evidence Code • Summaries of the current status of California law on each evidentiary issue • Recent
significant cases • Quick California Evidence Update — a summary of Evidence Code amendments and significant California case law for
easy reference • Authoritative commentary and pointers for applying the law of evidence in actual practice • Analyses of current trends and
new developments • Comprehensive chart comparing the California Evidence Code to the Federal Rules of Evidence The eBook versions of
this title feature links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
Overview of accounting and financial statements; accounting as the language of business; there is more to accounting than meets the eye;
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the accounting process; using and understanding the basic financial statements; the balance sheet; the income statement; the statement of
cash flows; analyzing and understanding corporate financial reports; measuring and reporting assets and equities using generally accepted
accounting principles; trade receivables and marketable securities; inventories and cost of goods sold; active investments and business
communications; noncurrent assets - fixed assets, intangible assets and natural resources; accounting of liabilities - basic concepts,
payables, accurals, and interest-bearing debt; leases, retirement benefit, and deferred income taxes; owners' equity; financial reporting in two
other countries; communication corporate value.
The primary course for this book is the case course in Finance taught to all finance majors at both the MBA and undergraduate level. This is
typically a capstone course at the undergraduate level and either the first or second course at the MBA level. Case Problems in Finance is a
Harvard case course that presents real business situations that pose debatable alternative courses of action. The cases contain problems
that can be narrowed but not always settled by the usual techniques of financial analysis. The cases are grouped by major topics: financial
analysis and forecasting, cost of capital, working capital management, capital budgeting, dividend policy, debt policy, financial execution, and
mergers and restructuring.
Crime in the galaxy is a constant—whether it’s seedy deals made on the lower levels of Coruscant or organized crime syndicates in the outer
rim—but how galactic law enforcement has defined those crimes has shifted with each change of power. Star Wars: Scum and Villainyprofiles
the misdeeds of infamous smugglers, pirates, gamblers, bounty hunters, and thieves throughout galactic history. Page through the case files
of three generations of galactic law-enforcers and explore their case reports, surveillance images, warrants, artifacts, and much more in this
lavishly illustrated and in-world narrated book that is showcased in a slipcase. Introducing all-new details and characters, this collection sheds
new light on the galaxy’s most notorious.
Looks Into The Judicial Handling Of Environmental Litigations. Gives Information About The Tooks Used By Judiciary And Time Takesin
Administration Of Justice. Divided Into 6 Parts-The Last Part Being An Epilogue Followed By A Subject.
Millions of Americans use e-cigarettes. Despite their popularity, little is known about their health effects. Some suggest that e-cigarettes likely
confer lower risk compared to combustible tobacco cigarettes, because they do not expose users to toxicants produced through combustion.
Proponents of e-cigarette use also tout the potential benefits of e-cigarettes as devices that could help combustible tobacco cigarette
smokers to quit and thereby reduce tobacco-related health risks. Others are concerned about the exposure to potentially toxic substances
contained in e-cigarette emissions, especially in individuals who have never used tobacco products such as youth and young adults. Given
their relatively recent introduction, there has been little time for a scientific body of evidence to develop on the health effects of e-cigarettes.
Public Health Consequences of E-Cigarettes reviews and critically assesses the state of the emerging evidence about e-cigarettes and
health. This report makes recommendations for the improvement of this research and highlights gaps that are a priority for future research.
This convenient manual is designed specifically for courtroom use. It offers attorneys and judges alike many trial-tested features that not only
provide fast, accurate answers to evidentiary questions but also guide the user to the underlying authorities and secondary sources for further
research. Written by Eileen A. Scallen and Glen Weissenberger, two of the nation's most respected evidence scholars, California Evidence
Courtroom Manual incorporates complete coverage of the California Evidence Code and California evidence case law. Features Include: •
Complete text of the California Evidence Code • Summaries of the current status of California law on each evidentiary issue • Recent
significant cases • Quick California Evidence Update -- a summary of Evidence Code amendments and significant California case law for
easy reference • Authoritative commentary and pointers for applying the law of evidence in actual practice • Analyses of current trends and
new developments • Comprehensive chart comparing the California Evidence Code to the Federal Rules of Evidence

The Case of the Unidentified Industries, 2006The Case of the Unidentified Industries- 1995The case of the unidentified
industries - 1995How Finance WorksThe HBR Guide to Thinking Smart About the NumbersHarvard Business Press
A new edition of the most popular book of project management case studies, expanded to include more than 100 cases
plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project Case studies are an important part of project management education and
training. This Fourth Edition of Harold Kerzner's Project Management Case Studies features a number of new cases
covering value measurement in project management. Also included is the well-received "super case," which covers all
aspects of project management and may be used as a capstone for a course. This new edition: Contains 100-plus case
studies drawn from real companies to illustrate both successful and poor implementation of project management
Represents a wide range of industries, including medical and pharmaceutical, aerospace, manufacturing, automotive,
finance and banking, and telecommunications Covers cutting-edge areas of construction and international project
management plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project, covering all aspects of project management Follows and
supports preparation for the Project Management Professional (PMP®) Certification Exam Project Management Case
Studies, Fourth Edition is a valuable resource for students, as well as practicing engineers and managers, and can be
used on its own or with the new Eleventh Edition of Harold Kerzner's landmark reference, Project Management: A
Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling. (PMP and Project Management Professional are registered
marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Based on a popular class taught by a Harvard Business School professor. If you're not a numbers person, then finance
can be intimidating and easy to ignore. But if you want to advance in your career, you'll need to make smart financial
decisions and develop the confidence to clearly communicate those decisions to others. In How Finance Works, Mihir
Desai--a professor at Harvard Business School and author of The Wisdom of Finance--guides you into the complex but
endlessly fascinating world of finance, demystifying it in the process. Through entertaining case studies, interactive
exercises, full-color visuals, and a conversational style that belies the topic, Professor Desai tackles a broad range of
topics that will give you the knowledge and skills you need to finally understand how finance works. These include: How
different financial levers can affect a company's performance The different ways in which companies fund their
operations and investments Why finance is more concerned with cash flow than profits How value is created, measured,
and maximized The importance of capital markets in helping companies grow Whether you're a student or a manager, an
aspiring CFO or an entrepreneur, How Finance Works is the colorful and interactive guide you need to help you start
thinking more deeply about the numbers.
'For anyone thinking of doing an MBA, or indeed anyone who wants to understand how the corporate elite are moulded,
this is a must read' Luke Johnson, British entrepreneur The internationally best-selling business classic that reveals what
it's really like to study an MBA at one of the most prestigious institutions in the world. Philip Delves Broughton quit his
position as New York correspondent for The Daily Telegraph to take his place on one of the most-coveted and exclusive
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courses in the world - an MBA at Harvard Business School - to acquire the wisdom reserved for the world's global elite.
And what he learns is truly jaw-dropping. From his first class to graduation - encompassing the guest lectures, the
Apprentice-style tasks, the booze-luge, the burnouts and the high flyers - Delves Broughton divulges the advice, wisdom
and folly he found whilst studying at the most prestigious business school in the world. 'Anyone considering enrolling will
find this an insightful portrait of Harvard Business School life' Economist 'Very funny. An excellent book' Wall Street
Journal
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